Visual selective attention is a fundamental cognitive ability that allows us to process relevant visual stimuli while ignoring irrelevant distracters and has been extensively studied in human and non-human primate subjects. Mice have emerged as a powerful animal model for studying aspects of the visual system but have not yet been shown to exhibit visual selective attention. Differences in the organization of the visual systems of primates and mice raise the possibility that selective visual attention might not be present in mice, at least not in the forms that are well established in primates. Here, we tested for selective visual attention in mice by using three behavioral paradigms adapted from classic studies of attention. In a Posner-style cueing task, a spatial cue indicated the probable location of the relevant visual event, and we found that accuracy was higher and reaction times were shorter on validly cued trials. In a cue versus no-cue task, an informative spatial cue was provided on half the trials, and mice had higher accuracy and shorter reaction times with spatial cues and also lower detection thresholds measured from psychometric curves. In a filter task, the spatial cue indicated the location of the relevant visual event, and we found that mice could be trained to ignore irrelevant but otherwise identical visual events at uncued locations. Together, these results demonstrate that mice exhibit visual selective attention, paving the way to use classic attention paradigms in mice to study the genetic and neuronal circuit mechanisms of selective attention.
SUMMARY
Visual selective attention is a fundamental cognitive ability that allows us to process relevant visual stimuli while ignoring irrelevant distracters and has been extensively studied in human and non-human primate subjects. Mice have emerged as a powerful animal model for studying aspects of the visual system but have not yet been shown to exhibit visual selective attention. Differences in the organization of the visual systems of primates and mice raise the possibility that selective visual attention might not be present in mice, at least not in the forms that are well established in primates. Here, we tested for selective visual attention in mice by using three behavioral paradigms adapted from classic studies of attention. In a Posner-style cueing task, a spatial cue indicated the probable location of the relevant visual event, and we found that accuracy was higher and reaction times were shorter on validly cued trials. In a cue versus no-cue task, an informative spatial cue was provided on half the trials, and mice had higher accuracy and shorter reaction times with spatial cues and also lower detection thresholds measured from psychometric curves. In a filter task, the spatial cue indicated the location of the relevant visual event, and we found that mice could be trained to ignore irrelevant but otherwise identical visual events at uncued locations. Together, these results demonstrate that mice exhibit visual selective attention, paving the way to use classic attention paradigms in mice to study the genetic and neuronal circuit mechanisms of selective attention.
INTRODUCTION
Non-human primates are the primary animal model for studying the neuronal mechanisms of visual perception, due to their behavioral flexibility and the high degree of similarity between the organization of their visual system and that of humans. Over the past decade, mice have emerged as another valuable animal model for investigating the visual system, largely because of the unmatched arsenal of molecular and genetic tools they afford [1] . Mice can perform hundreds of trials in operant visual tasks similar to those used in primates and can generate comparable psychophysical data [2, 3] . Studies of visual function in mice can probe questions that are difficult, if not impossible, to address in primates, including how genetically defined neuronal populations in the visual system encode sensory signals [4, 5] , and how these neuronal populations contribute causally to visual perception [6, 7] .
Although mice have been gaining popularity to study early stages of visual processing [1] , it remains unclear how useful they will be for studying higher-level aspects of vision-specifically, visual selective attention has not yet been demonstrated in mice. Visual selective attention refers to the ability to limit neural processing and behavior to the relevant subset of incoming visual signals, while actively ignoring other irrelevant and potentially distracting inputs and has been extensively studied in human and non-human primate subjects [8] . Visual selective attention has been characterized by localized changes in sensory processing in visual cortical areas that covary with behavioral changes in perceptual sensitivity, and regulated by circuits including cortical and subcortical brain regions [9] . In contrast, mice have a simpler cortical circuit organization compared to primates [10] and substantially lower spatial acuity [11] [12] [13] . The cortex of mice also seems to lack some of the frontal cortical areas implicated in the control of attention in primates; granular prefrontal cortical areas may have emerged as anthropoid specializations after the evolution of rodents and primates diverged 80-90 million years ago [14, 15] . These and other differences could mean that mice simply are not capable of the visual spatial selective attention found in primates.
In particular, the well-known benefits of spatial cues for visual perception in primates [8] have not been successfully demonstrated in mice, and there are only limited examples of cues affecting visually guided behaviors in mice overall. Mice can be trained to use visual stimuli to navigate through a virtual-reality environment [16, 17] and can also use an auditory cue in a cross-modal task to switch between making choices based on a visual versus an auditory stimulus [18, 19] . But testing whether mice can use spatial cues to control visual attention poses some specific challenges. First, task performance should be limited primarily by the ability of the mouse to extract the relevant visual signals, so that the perceptual benefits of providing spatial cues can be clearly measured. This criterion is difficult to achieve when the perceptual choice is trivial (e.g., simple on/off lights, no distracters), or when mice are freely moving, so that the retinotopic location of the stimuli is variable over time. Second, the task should distinguish cueing effects on the perceptual choice from biases in the motor response used to report the perceptual choice. If the choice is expressed by making a lateralized movement, such as orienting the body to the left or right, it is ambiguous whether the cue influences visual processing or simply adds a motor response bias.
In the current study, we took three classic cueing paradigms used widely in the study of visual selective attention and adapted them for use in mice. We trained head-fixed mice running on a wheel to detect a threshold-level change in a visual stimulus with distractors and provided visual spatial cues in blocks of trials to indicate the likely location of the relevant visual change. Because our mice reported their detection by licking a central spout, and the visual change occurred in either the right or left visual field, we were able to measure lateralized effects on perceptual choice without confounds from biases in motor responses. We found that spatial cueing produced spatially specific changes in perceptual sensitivity and reaction times, similar to the effects of attentional cues in primates.
RESULTS
During each task, head-fixed mice viewed a pair of visual displays, each centered in the left or right visual field, while running on a polystyrene wheel (Figure 1A ). All three tasks shared the temporal structure outlined in Figure 1B . Based on a randomized distance traveled on the wheel, mice progressed through a sequence of trial epochs, starting with static pink noise on both displays, followed by the addition of a vertically oriented Gabor patch (Gaussian-vignetted sinusoidal grating) on one or both displays. After a randomized distance, one Gabor patch might change its orientation, and mice were trained to respond ''yes'' by contacting the lick spout (within a 500-ms response window) if an orientation change occurred and to otherwise withhold lick responses.
The three tasks differed in how spatial cues were provided to the mice and in the rules defining correct responses. Experiment #1 used valid and invalid spatial cues ( Figure 1C ), in the style of the Posner cueing paradigm [20] . After the initial pink noise to start the trial, a single Gabor patch was presented on either the left (as in Figure 1C ) or right display, providing a spatial cue about the location of the possible upcoming orientation change. A second Gabor patch was then added to the other side during a delay epoch with a variable distance (1.1-2.2 m) to traverse. The trial then entered the test epoch when one of three things could happen: (1) a validly cued orientation change in the patch that was previously cued (37.5% trials), (2) an invalidly cued orientation change in the other patch (12.5%), or (3) no orientation change in either patch (50%). As indicated by these percentages, trials with and without orientation changes were equally likely (to discourage response biases), and the probability of an orientation change was 3 times higher on the cued side. On both validly and invalidly cued trials, mice should lick within the response window to score a ''hit'' and obtain a liquid reward; failures to lick or licks after the window were counted as ''misses.'' On no-change trials, licks during the response window were counted as ''false alarms,'' resulting in time-out penalties. Trials with left or right cues were run in separate interleaved blocks of 80 trials each, and validly and invalidly cued trials were randomly interleaved within each block. Thus, the repetition of trials within a block was also a source of spatial cueing, in addition to the visual cue on each trial.
Experiment #2 compared performance with and without spatial cues ( Figure 1D ), a variant on the use of neutral cues [20] . In this task, the spatial cue always correctly indicated the location of the potential orientation change (100% valid) [21] , but the cue was provided only on trials during ''cue blocks'' and not during ''no-cue blocks.'' By omitting invalidly cued trials, this task avoided exposing subjects to contradictory outcomes that might lead them to switch strategies, an advantage that is especially important when testing animal subjects [22] [23] [24] [25] . As in experiment #1, orientation changes occurred on 50% of the trials, so the spatial cue was not informative about whether an orientation change would happen, but only about its possible location. For trials in cue blocks, the sequence of epochs was identical to that in experiment #1, except that there were no invalid cues. Each cue block consisted of 2 sub-blocks each containing 40 left or right cue trials, so that the probability of target appearance on the left or right side was fixed within each sub-block (i.e., 0 or 50%). For trials in the no-cue blocks, instead of showing the cue Gabor patch, the second epoch continued to display just pink noise for the same duration, and, during the test epoch, the orientation change on half of the trials was equally likely to occur on the left or right side of the display (i.e., 25% each). No-cue blocks each contained 80 trials and were alternated with cue blocks during each experimental session. The definitions of hits and false alarms were the same as in experiment #1.
Experiment #3 compared performance between cued changes and foil changes, using a design often referred to as a ''filter task'' [26, 27] . In this task, mice should only respond to orientation changes that happened at the location indicated by the spatial cue (i.e., the cued change) and ignore otherwise identical visual changes at the uncued location (foil change). The epochs in this experiment were identical to those in experiment #1, but the rules defining correct responses were different (Figure 1E) . During the test epoch, both Gabor patches had the same probability (1/3) of changing their orientation; the remaining 1/3 trials had no change. Licks for orientation changes at the cued patch (cue D) were scored as hits and rewarded, whereas licks for orientation changes at the uncued patch (foil D) were scored as ''foil false alarms,'' resulting in time out penalties. To avoid giving the mice conflicting feedback (explained in STAR Methods), the duration of the test epoch on cue D and foil D trials was defined by time (650 ms) rather than distance. Trials with left or right cues were run in separate interleaved blocks of 60 trials each.
Cue Validity Altered Response Accuracy and Reaction Time We tested the effects of valid and invalid spatial cueing on detection performance (Experiment #1, Figure 1C ) in a cohort of 13 mice trained to detect a 9 orientation change, chosen to be near the detection threshold for mice [6] . Performance on the task was strongly influenced by cue validity (Figure 2A ). On validly cued D trials, the average hit rate of our mice was 67.2% (±4.3%, 95% confidence interval [CI]), whereas on invalidly cued D trials the hit rate dropped to 50.5% (±4.5%). Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA analysis of hit rate revealed a significant main effect of valid/invalid cueing condition (p < 0.001), no significant effect of left/right spatial location (p = 0.58), and no significant interaction between cueing condition and spatial location (p = 0.39). Among individual mice, 10/13 showed a significant difference in accuracy between validly and invalidly cued trials for at least one visual hemifield (see Table S1 ). Cue validity also affected reaction times-reaction times for validly cued Ds ( Figure 2B , 448.1 ± 12.8 ms) were significantly faster than for invalidly cued Ds (466.8 ± 15.8 ms, p = 0.045). For trials with no orientation change, mice showed very low false alarm rates (Figure 2A , 9.3% ± 1.7%), and the reaction times for these responses were much longer ( Figure 2B , 517.9 ± 9.1 ms); 5/13 mice showed a significant difference in reaction time (Table S1 ).
The changes in performance observed with spatial cueing could be due to an increased perceptual sensitivity to the visual change, or they could be due to a bias in favor of events at the cued location. To assess these two possibilities, we applied signal detection theory [28] to the measured hit and false alarm rates from each mouse to compute perceptual sensitivity (d 0 ) and response criterion for validly and invalidly cued Ds changes. Perceptual sensitivity (d 0 ) was significantly higher for validly cued Ds than for invalidly cued Ds ( Figure 2C , valid: 1.78 ± 0.11; invalid: 1.31 ± 0.14, p < 0.001); these increases were not different for visual changes on the left or right display (p = 0.95). The response criterion was also affected by cue validity-the criterion was significantly lower for validly cued Ds than for invalidly cued Ds ( Figure 2D , valid: 0.42 ± 0.10; invalid 0.67 ± 0.08, p < 0.001); these shifts in criterion also were not different for changes on the left or right display (p = 0.20). These improvements in performance on validly cued trials were not due to tradeoffs between speed and accuracy, because reaction times with valid cueing were shorter than with invalid cueing ( Figures 2B and 2E) .
Together, these results demonstrate that valid and invalid spatial cueing alters detection performance in mice by both changing perceptual sensitivity and shifting the response criterion.
Attentional Effects in the Presence and Absence of Spatial Cueing
The validity effect found in Experiment #1 is a combination of two possible factors: benefits for detecting changes at the expected location (valid cues) and costs incurred when detecting changes at the unexpected location (invalid cues). To test for benefits per se, we next compared detection performance with and without spatial cueing, using a cohort of 24 mice and a 9 orientation change (experiment #2, Figure 1D ). As shown in Figure 3A , hit rates were significantly higher in cue blocks (71.3% ± 2.9%) than in no-cue blocks (53.5% ± 4.1%, p < 0.001), but the false alarm rates were not different between cue blocks (13.1% ± 2.1%) and no-cue blocks (13.9% ± 3.7%, p = 0.63). Among individual mice, 21/24 showed a significant difference in accuracy between cue and no-cue blocks for at least one visual hemifield (Table S1 ). Reaction times for hits were significantly shorter in cue blocks ( Figure 3B , 437.2 ± 11.0 ms) than in no-cue blocks (467.5 ± 11.0 ms, p < 0.001), whereas the reaction times for the false alarms on no-change trials were much longer and showed a small difference between cue (524.8 ± 9.2 ms) and no-cue blocks (539.0 ± 15.3 ms, p = 0.0216); 19/24 mice showed a significant difference in reaction time for hits (Table S1 ). The reduction of spatial uncertainty in cue blocks significantly increased sensitivity compared to nocue blocks ( Figure 3C , cue: 1.75 ± 0.13; no cue: 1.27 ± 0.12, p < 0.001), and also significantly lowered the response criterion ( Figure 3D , cue: 0.30 ± 0.07; no cue: 0.57 ± 0.10, p < 0.001).
These differences in performance between cue and no-cue blocks could be due to mice either using the visual spatial cue on each trial or recognizing the spatial probability across trials within each block. To explore this, we examined the time course of the differences in performance between cue and no-cue blocks, reasoning that if mice could use the visual spatial cue then the changes might appear on the first trial of the block. For this analysis, we pooled the results across mice to achieve reasonable statistical power and assigned each trial outcome to a bin corresponding to its trial number within the 40-trial block. We then tabulated hits and false alarms and computed sensitivity and criterion separately at each trial number within the block, as well as reaction time, for cue and no-cue blocks. This analysis revealed that the cue-block-related changes in sensitivity emerged by the fourth trial of the block ( Figure 4A) ; the time course of this effect suggests that it is based on recognizing the spatial probability over several trials. In contrast, changes in criterion were evident on the very first trial of the block ( Figure 4B ), consistent with using the visual spatial cue. The time course of the changes in reaction time was intermediate ( Figure 4C ). These results support the interpretation that some aspects of selective attention in mice (i.e., criterion) can be rapidly switched based on the visual spatial cue, whereas others (i.e., sensitivity) may take several examples to emerge.
In one mouse, we also tried a more challenging variant of this task in which all trial types (cue, no cue, left change, right change, and no change) were interleaved within the same block. In this experiment (1271 trials), we again found a significant increase in sensitivity (cue: 1.41 ± 0.22; no cue: 1.05 ± 0.23, p < 0.001), shift in criterion (cue: 0.60 ± 0.12; no cue: 0.90 ± 0.12, p < 0.001), and reduction in reaction times (cue: 354.8 ± 12.7 ms; no cue: 394.5 ± 21.6 ms, p = 0.0023), illustrating that mice are also capable of using spatial cues for visual detection on a trial-by-trial basis.
Effects of Spatial Cueing on Psychometric Curves
To generate psychometric curves, we used the cue versus nocue task (experiment #2), which has the advantage of containing equal numbers of cue and no-cue trials ( Figure 1D ), to assess how spatial cueing influenced visual perception in 14 mice. In Table S1 . this variant of the task, the 50% of trials with orientation changes were subdivided across 5 possible values of orientation change. The presence or absence of spatial cueing resulted in systematically different psychometric curves. For example, the response rate for mouse #1 on no-cue trials ( Figure 5A , purple curves) increased from near 0% for orientation changes less than 4 to a plateau value of about 60% for orientation changes greater than 12 during both left and right trials, displaying a sensitivity to orientation changes comparable to that reported previously [6] , but with relatively high value of lapse rate. On cue trials (green curves), mouse #1's response rate was dramatically higher for orientation changes equal or greater than 4 but did not increase for no-change trials (i.e., 0-degree orientation change), resulting in psychometric curves that shifted both leftward and upward. A similar shift was evident in the psychometric curves for mouse #2, who also showed steeper curves on trials with spatial cues, consistent with an increase in perceptual sensitivity. This tendency for spatial cueing to cause the psychometric curves to shift leftward and upward was evident across the 14 mice tested, as illustrated in the population summary ( Figure 5B ). Spatial cueing also significantly reduced the average reaction time at each value of orientation change ( Figure 5C ). The reaction times here tended to be shorter than when only a single orientation change was used (cf. Figure 3B) , perhaps because the range of orientation changes made the task more challenging and biased the mice to be readier to respond.
To quantify how spatial cueing altered psychometric curves, we extracted four parameters from the cumulative Gaussian curves fitted to the data from each mouse. First, we defined the threshold as the mean of the fitted curve (i.e., the middle point of the psychometric curve); unlike definitions based on crossing some critical value (e.g., 75%), this definition is not conflated with changes in lapse rate (upper asymptote) or response bias (lower asymptote). As shown in Figure 5D , detection thresholds in the presence of spatial cueing (6.57 ± 0.52 ) were significantly lower than those in the absence of spatial cueing (7.84 ± 0.60 , p = 0.002); thresholds were not affected by visual field location (p = 0.92). The reduction in thresholds verified that the psychometric curves did indeed shift leftward-spatial cueing significantly increased the likelihood of detecting smaller orientation changes.
Second, we measured the just-noticeable difference (JND) in orientation, defined as the SD of the fitted cumulative Gaussian multiplied by ffiffiffi 2 p : The JND is proportional to the slope of the fitted curve and indicates the minimum change in orientation that resulted in visual detection at last 50% of the time, independent of response bias, lapse rate and threshold. Although it was more variable ( Figure 5E ), JNDs for cue trials (3.34 ± 0.43 ) were significantly smaller than JNDs for no-cue trials (4.40 ± 0.40 , p < 0.001), indicating that spatial cueing increased detection sensitivity.
Third, we measured the lapse rate (defined as the upper asymptote of the fitted function) and found that it was significantly reduced with spatial cueing ( Figure 5F , cue: 0.06 ± 0.02; no cue: 0.11 ± 0.04, p = 0.030), accounting for the upward shift of the psychometric curves. Finally, we also measured the guess rate (defined as the lower asymptote of the fitted function) and found that it was not systematically influenced by the presence or absence of spatial cueing ( Figure 5G , cue: 0.10 ± 0.02; no cue: 0.11 ± 0.02, p = 0.56).
In summary, psychometric curves revealed that spatial cueing provided several benefits for visual detection performance (Figure S1 ). Spatial cueing increased perceptual sensitivity, lowered the detection threshold (so that weaker events were detected), and reduced the JND (so that detection rate was more sensitive to changes in signal strength). Spatial cueing also reduced Table S1 .
reaction times and lowered the lapse rate, a source of errors independent of sensory processing [29, 30] , but without increasing the guess rate.
Mice Can Use Spatial Cueing to Actively Ignore Irrelevant Visual Events
We also tested the ability of mice to use spatial cueing to ignore irrelevant visual events, using the cued-change versus foilchange task (experiment #3, Figure 1E ). This task was much more challenging for the mice to perform reliably, as might be expected since the rule was more complex: lick only for orientation changes that occurred on the cued side. After extensive training (additional 3-5 weeks, see Figure S2 ), 4 out of the 10 mice in the cohort used in this experiment were able to reliably distinguish between cued and foil changes, using an orientation-change amplitude of 9 . Mice were not able to completely suppress their responses to foil changes, but the response rates for foil changes were significantly lower than the response rates for cued changes ( Figure 6A , foilD: 48.6% ± 10.5%; cueD: 70.6% ± 11.7%, p = 0.011), and they had a very low rate of false alarms for no-change trials ( Figure 6A ; 3.3% ± 1.1%). Direct comparison of the response rates for cued and foil changes ( Figure 6B) showed that all 4 mice were able to suppress responses to irrelevant orientation changes on either side of the visual display. Reaction times for incorrect responses to foil changes tended to be longer than correct responses to cued changes, but this difference was not significant ( Figure 6C 
DISCUSSION
The present study provides the first demonstration of visual selective attention in mice, thus establishing mice as a valid animal model for studying the genetic and neural circuit mechanisms of visual selective attention. Our results show that mice can use spatial cueing to regulate how they detect changes in visual stimuli at different locations in the visual field. These cue-related changes in performance consist of improvements in performance at cued locations, and also decrements in performance at invalidly cued or uncued locations. For cued locations, the improved performance includes increased perceptual sensitivity, shorter reaction times, and reduced non-sensory errors. Moreover, we found that mice could also use instructive spatial cues to ignore stimulus events that are visually identical, but associated with negative outcomes. These behavioral effects in mice recapitulate the main behavioral features of visual selective attention in primates [8, 20] . Thus, if the visual and experimental settings are appropriately tailored, mice can display effects of spatial selective attention on visual perception analogous to the effects found in primates. Our results extend the existing literature about the visual abilities in mice [1] and open up new avenues of research using mice to investigate the neural mechanisms of visual selective attention.
Visual Attention in Mice and Rats
Most studies of visual attention in mice have focused on sustained attention or behavioral vigilance (see a review in [31] ) rather than selective visual attention. A common task for studying vigilance is the 5-choice serial reaction time task, in which mice are trained to poke in response to a brief visual target presented randomly at one of five locations. Some studies also use variants of the two-alternative forced choice task, in which mice press one of the two levers based on the presence/absence [32] or location of a visual target [33] . The level of vigilance can be quantified by reaction time, response rate, and types of errors and is susceptible to several factors, including stimulus conditions and pharmacological manipulations [34] . Sustained attention is important for engaging with the environment, but it is distinct from selective attention, which allows subjects to base their behavior on some sensory stimuli and ignore the rest.
A few recent studies have tested how mice can use cues to switch or divide their attention across different sensory modalities [18, 19, 35] . For example, mice can use auditory cues to switch between basing their behavioral choices on a visual stimulus rather than a simultaneously presented auditory stimulus. The perceptual sensitivity for detecting a visual event in the cross-modal task was lower than in the visual-only task [18] , indicating that dividing attention across modalities incurs a cost. There have also been efforts to evaluate object-based attention in mice [36] ; after briefly exploring a set of objects, mice can discriminate a randomly chosen explored object from a novel one, although this test seems more closely related to object discrimination and working memory than object-based attention. Overall, previous studies of attention in mice have ad- Table S1 and Figure S1 .
question of whether mice can selectively allocate their attention across different visual locations or stimuli. Most visual attention tasks in mice were actually developed first for rats. Rats and mice have similar visual behavioral repertoires [37] , and as with mice, most work on attention in rats also focuses on sustained and divided attention. However, it is worth noting a handful of studies in rats that used cue validity tasks to probe the effect of visual selective attention in orienting [38] [39] [40] [41] . In these experiments, rats performed nose pokes toward a target light to get rewarded and were given a brief pre-cue that provided either valid or invalid information about the location of the target. Consistent with classic cueing effects [20] , invalid cues resulted in lower accuracy and longer reaction times than valid cues, and the magnitude of these cueing effects in rats was similar to what we observed in our mice. However, because the nose-poke responses used in the rat studies required an overt orienting movement, it is unclear whether the cue-related effects were due to changes in sensory processing or to cue-induced biases in motor preparation.
Our results therefore clarify several crucial aspects about visual attention in mice. First, our experimental approach allowed us to demonstrate that mice can use spatial cueing to control visual selective attention, separately from other possible non-sensory effects of cueing. Because our mice were head fixed and the visual change events were tailored to their acuity but near threshold, their task performance was limited primarily by their ability to extract the relevant visual signals. Also, because mice reported their choice with a yes/no lick response, we were able to show that spatial cues affected visual perceptual choices, without confounds from lateralized motor biases. Second, we found that mice could use spatial cueing not only to enhance visual processing at the locations of expected events, but also to actively suppress processing at behaviorally irrelevant locations. Finally, our analysis of the results allowed us to document the several ways that spatial cueing affected visual performance. Spatial cueing both increased sensitivity and shifted criterion in favor of the expected visual location and also reduced reaction times, consistent with well-established attention-related effects in primates [8] . We also found that spatial cueing reduced the lapse rate, a non-sensory decision error attributable to failed executive control, such as impulsivity and inattention [29] .
Open Questions about Selective Attention in Mice
How does the absence of a fovea affect the properties of selective attention? In primates, a defining feature of visual processing, including selective attention, is the presence of high-acuity foveal vision. Mice do not have a fovea-the central retina of mice supports relatively low acuity vision, similar to that of the peripheral retina in primates [10] . This might seem to limit the usefulness of using mice for studying visual selective attention, but for practical reasons, foveal parts of cortical visual areas are mostly omitted from physiological studies in behaving primates [42] , and there are likewise few studies of selective attention at the fovea [43] . Consequently, the absence of foveal vision in mice presents less of a contrast with existing primate work than one might have expected. As more is learned about foveal versus non-foveal selective attention, it may also be interesting to consider how visual selective attention in mice is affected by the asymmetric distribution of photoreceptors across the mouse retina [44] .
Is selective attention in mice linked to eye movements? The deployment of foveal vision in primates requires the generation of frequent saccadic eye movements, which are closely coupled to changes in selective attention [45, 46] . Given the significance of this link between selective attention and eye movements, it would be interesting to know whether a similar link holds true in mice. Mice are known to generate spontaneous saccadelike rapid eye movements [47] , but the extent to which saccades are under visual or voluntary control is unclear. In our study, we did not track eye movements but instead relied on the spatial layout of the visual displays to control the visual hemifield location of the stimulus changes. In future studies, it would be useful to measure eye movements as mice perform selective attention tasks like those we used here, to test whether saccades in mice shift with spatial attention even though they lack a fovea.
How well can mice use visual cues to control selective attention? In our study, mice were given spatial cues in the form of a large visual stimulus presented on each trial, and also by the fact that the trials were run in blocks with a fixed probability of the target appearing on a given side. This strategy for spatial cueing improved the chances that our mice had the spatial information needed to control visual selective attention. Indeed, our post hoc analysis (Figure 4 ) revealed that some attention-related effects appeared on the first trial in the block, consistent with using the visual cue, whereas other effects emerged over several trials. Now that we know that mice have visual selective attention, it would be valuable to identify more precisely which types of spatial cues can be used by mice. Are visual spatial cues and learned spatial probabilities equally effective? Can mice use symbolic visual cues? Are there asymmetries between lower and upper visual field (e.g., visual stimuli in upper tend to be more dangerous [48] ) that constrain the interpretation of visual cues?
What are the temporal properties of selective attention in mice? In our experiments, we observed robust cueing effects in mice with visual events that took place many seconds after the cue. These types of effects are consistent with ''endogenous'' or ''voluntary'' attention, which involve visual working memory and persist over time [8, 49] . On the other hand, visual spatial cues can also induce ''exogenous'' attention, associated with short-lived (<1 s) changes in performance driven by stimulus salience [8, 49] . It might be useful in future studies to use a range of delays between visual cue and target onset to test how the temporal aspects of selective attention in mice compare with the well documented effects in primates.
Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that mice can exhibit all of the major signs of visual selective attention: increased sensitivity, lowered detection thresholds, shifts in criterion, reduced reaction times, and reduction in non-sensory lapses of behavioral control. These behavioral results illustrate that, despite the differences in the organization of the visual systems of mice and primates, the mouse could be a useful animal model for investigating the neuronal mechanisms and circuits of visual selective attention.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS Animals
Procedures were conducted on a total of 32 mice from two BAC-mediated transgenic lines from GENSAT: Drd1a-Cre, (B6.FVB(Cg)-Tg(Drd1a-cre)EY217Gsat/Mmucd; MMRRC #034258-UCD) mice (n = 22) and A2a-Cre, (B6.FVB(Cg)-Tg(Adora2a-cre)KG139Gsat/ Mmucd; MMRRC #036158-UCD) mice (n = 10). Results reported in the paper are based on data from 26 mice (Drd1a-Cre: 18; Adora2a-Cre: 8); 6 mice were excluded from the study either because of premature implant failure or inability to learn the task within three months of training. Mice from both transgenic lines had been backcrossed with C57BL/6J (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) for at least two generations after establishment of the colonies. Mice were derived from heterozygotes mated with wild-type C57BL/6J mice, producing heterozygotes and wild-type littermates. All the animals used in the study were heterozygotes. Among the 26 mice used in the paper, 20 were male and 6 were females. We did not observe any systematic difference in behavioral performance between genders in this study. The mice were housed in a 12:12 reversed day-night cycle, with lights off at 9 am, and all experimental procedures and behavioral training were done in the lights-off portion of the cycle (9am-9pm). Male and female mice weighing 18-25 g were surgically implanted at age 6-8 weeks and then used in experiments for up to 9 months. All the mice were in group housing (2-4 cage mates) prior to the surgical procedure, and subsequently singly housed after the implant surgery. All experimental and animal husbandry procedures were approved by the NIH Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and complied with Public Health Service policy on the humane care and use of laboratory animals.
METHOD DETAILS

Stereotaxic surgery
Each mouse was surgically implanted with a head-holder. During the surgery, animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (4% induction, 0.8%-1.5% maintenance) and secured by a stereotaxic frame with ear bars (Kopf Instruments). Dexamethasone (1.6 mg/kg) was administered to reduce inflammation. A feedback-controlled heating pad (FHC) was used to maintain the body temperature at 37 C, and artificial tears were applied to the eyes to prevent them from drying. After the animal's head was leveled in the stereotaxic frame, a scalp incision was made along the midline to expose the skull. A custom-designed titanium head post was positioned and secured to the skull using Metabond (Parkell). The skin wound edge was then closed with sutures or tissue adhesive (3M Vetbond). After surgery, mice received subcutaneous ketoprofen (1.85mg/kg) daily for up to three days to ease discomfort. The mice in this study also provided data for another study that involved optogenetic stimulation of the striatum during a visual detection task; all mice also received striatal virus injections and some (n = 23) were implanted with optic fibers for use in experiments reported elsewhere.
Food control
After mice recovered from surgery and returned to above 95% of their pre-surgery weight (typically within 7-9 days), they were placed on a food-control schedule. Mice had free access to water, but their intake of dry food was controlled, and they were allowed to augment their dietary intake by access to a nutritionally complete 8% soy-based infant formula (Similac, Abbott, IL). Overall food intake was regulated to maintain at least 85% of their free-feeding body weight, and the health status of each mice was monitored daily throughout the study. Mice were initially acclimatized to handling procedures by having their heads gently restrained while receiving the soy-based fluid under manual control via a sipper tube. After the initial exposure to soy-based fluid, we more securely head-fixed the animal and continued manual delivery. Once mice were adapted to these procedures, we switched to automatic delivery of fluid under computer control in the behavioral apparatus.
Behavioral apparatus
The behavioral apparatus consisted of a custom-built booth that displayed visual stimuli to the mouse coupled to their locomotion ( Figure 1A) . The mouse was head-fixed in the center of the apparatus, positioned atop a polystyrene foam wheel (20-cm diameter) that allowed natural walking or running movements along a linear path. An optical encoder (Kü bler) was used to measure the rotation of the wheel. The front walls of the booth incorporated a pair of LCD displays (ViewSonic VG2439) positioned at 45
angles from the animal's midline such that each display was centered on either the right or left eye and subtended 90
horizontal by 55 vertical of the visual hemifield, with a viewing distance of 27.5 cm. The interior of the booth was lined with sound absorbent material to reduce acoustic noise.
The experiments were controlled by a computer using a modified version of the PLDAPS system [50]. Our system omitted the Plexon device, but included a Datapixx peripheral (Vpixx Technologies, Saint-Bruno, QC, Canada) and the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions [51, 52] for MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), controlled by MATLAB-based routines run on a Mac Pro (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA). The Datapixx device provided autonomously timed control over analog and digital inputs and outputs, and synchronized the display of visual stimuli generated using the Psychophysics Toolbox.
A reward delivery spout was positioned near the snout of the mouse; lick contacts with the spout were detected by a piezo sensor (Mide Technology, Medford, MA, USA) and custom electronics. Each reward was a small volume (5-10 ml) of an 8% solution of soybased infant formula (Similac, Abbott, IL) delivered by a peristaltic pump (Harvard Apparatus) under computer and Datapixx control. Airpuff aversive stimuli were delivered through a second spout located slightly above the reward spout, and controlled through solenoids (Parker Hannifin, Cleveland, OH, USA). The temperature inside the apparatus maintained between 70-80 F.
Visual detection tasks with spatial cueing
Experiments were organized in blocks of randomly shuffled, interleaved trials, and each trial consisted of a sequence of epochs that the mouse passed through by walking or running on the wheel. Each epoch was defined by the particular stimuli presented on the visual displays, and the duration of each epoch was determined by the time that it took for the mouse to travel a randomized distance on the wheel ( Figure 1B) . The typical running speed of the mice in our experiments was 90 cm/s (median: 90.2 cm/s, range across mice: 59.2 to 127.2 cm/s), and a typical trial lasted several seconds. Animals were run in experiments on alternating days and each session produced 300-800 trials. The study contained 3 tasks: ''valid versus invalid cue,'' ''cue versus no cue'' and ''cued change versus foil change.'' In the ''valid versus invalid cue'' task (Experiment #1), each trial followed a standard sequence of four epochs ( Figure 1C ). The average luminance across each visual display in all epochs was 4-8 cd/m 2 . In the first epoch (''noise''), the uniform gray of the inter-trial interval was changed to pink visual noise with an RMS contrast of 3.3%; this epoch was presented for a distance of 1.0-2.0 cm (range of time: 0.02-0.03 s). In the second epoch (''cue''), a vertically oriented Gabor patch was added to the pink noise, centered in either the left or right visual display. The Gabor patch consisted of a sinusoidal grating (95% Michelson contrast) with a spatial frequency of 0.1 cycles per degree, a value chosen based on the visual spatial acuity of mice [11] [12] [13] , modulated by a Gaussian envelope with full width at half-maximum of 18 (s = 7.5 ). The phase of the grating was not fixed, but throughout the trial was incremented in proportion to the wheel rotation with every monitor refresh, so that the sinusoidal pattern was displaced on the screen by approximately the same distance that the mouse traveled on the wheel; the Gabor patch on the left (right) drifted leftward (rightward), consistent with optic flow during locomotion. This second epoch lasted for 46-92 cm (0.36-1.55 s). In the third epoch (''delay''), a second Gabor patch with the same properties appeared on the other side of the visual display, and this epoch lasted for 107-214 cm (0.84-3.6 s). The visual stimuli in the fourth epoch (''test'') depended on whether the trial included a ''validly cued D,'' ''invalidly cued D'' or ''no D'' condition; the three conditions had different probabilities and were randomly interleaved within a block, and all lasted 77-154 cm (0.61-2.6 s). If the trial contained a ''validly cued D'' (37.5% of all trials), the cued Gabor patch changed its orientation at the onset of the test epoch. The direction of the orientation change observed mirror symmetry: if the left (right) Gabor changed, it rotated clockwise (counter-clockwise). This convention applied to other tasks as well. If the trial contained an ''invalidly cued D'' (12.5%), the other non-cued Gabor patch changed its orientation at the onset of the test epoch. On ''no D'' trials (50%), the two Gabor patches did not change their orientation, so that the test epoch unfolded as a seamless extension of the previous delay epoch.
The task of the mouse was to lick the spout when he or she detected a change in the orientation of the Gabor patch and to otherwise withhold from licking. Mice were required to lick within a 500-ms response window starting 300 ms after the orientation change in order to score a ''hit'' and receive a fluid reward. The initial 300ms no-lick period was applied to most mice, except for a few mice that had faster reaction times, for whom the response windows were shifted earlier by 50-100 ms. If the mouse failed to lick within the defined as the standard deviation multiplied by O2; the JND indicates the minimum change in signal strength that increases the detection rate by at least 50% of the available response range, once response bias and lapse rate have been taken into account.
For experiments using a single value of orientation change, we again pooled across sessions to tabulate lick probability, and in some cases also tabulated hit and false alarm rates, based on the definitions of trial outcomes described for the behavioral tasks. Performance was then characterized by measuring sensitivity (d') and criterion using methods from signal detection theory [28] , as follows: d' = F -1 (H) -F -1 (F), criterion = -(F -1 (H) + F -1 (F)/2, where F -1 is the inverse of normal cumulative distribution function, H is the hit rate and F is the false alarm rate. The 95% confidence intervals of d' and criterion were generated with bootstrapped resampling.
To determine what fraction of the observed changes in performance between cue-block conditions can be ascribed to sensory and non-sensory factors, we exploited the fact that the psychometric functions use four independent parameters to test how each individual parameter contributed to the change in performance between conditions. Specifically, starting with the values of the four parameters fitted to the no-cue condition data, we replaced one of the four parameters with the corresponding values fitted to the cue condition data, and determined the value of the original and hybrid-parameter functions at x equals 0 and 9 degrees (the values of orientation change for the no-change and [near-threshold] change conditions). The difference in response rate between the originalparameter values and hybrid-parameter function values indicates how much of the observed change in respond rate can be attributed to the substituted parameter (i.e., threshold, JND, lapse or guess). This procedure was repeated for each of the four parameters for the psychometric curves for each mouse, and then tabulated the results for response rate, and also used these response rate values to calculate how each parameter contributed to the changes in d' and criterion as well.
Statistics
Statistical analyses were conducted in MATLAB using the statistics and machine learning toolbox and Prism 7 (GraphPad), and statistical significance was accepted for p < 0.05. Two-way ANOVAs were used to assess the effects of cueing conditions (valid versus invalid, cue versus no-cue, cue versus foil) and their interaction with spatial locations (left versus right) of orientation change on accuracy, d', criterion, reaction time and psychometric curve quantifications. Paired sample t tests were performed to compare the effect of cue versus no-cue in d', criterion, reaction time for each trial number within a block in the time course analysis. Paired sample non-parametric Wilcoxon sign rank tests were performed to compare the within-subject effect of cueing effects on reaction time for the chronometric data. Value of n in the figures and results represents the number of animals. Error bars in figures indicate 95% confidence interval of the median or mean, unless indicated otherwise.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The data that support the findings of this study will be made available from the Lead Contact upon reasonable request.
